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Abstract

TRITIUM (HTO) AND 85KR ARE EXPECTED TO CONTINUE AS PROMINENT COMPONENTS
OF THE RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS FROM NUCLEAR FACILITIES. Simple comparison of air
concentrations of HTO and °5Kr with their respective maximum permissible con-
centrations does not provide a good indication of their relative radiological
importance. Detailed considerations for each radionuclide emphasize differ-
ences which influence radiotoxicity. Dose estimates are presented, and the
associated risks are compared for equal radionuclide concentration in
air: somatic risk (HTO ^10X 85Kr) and genetic risk (HTO ^50X 85Kr). For
populations in close proximity to the facility, 3H will probably be the
most significant dose contributor if nearly equal quantities of the two
radionuclides are released. When projected radionuclide production and
release figures are considered, the relative radiological impacts appear
to be more nearly equal on a local basis for some facilities. However,
in the latter case it is predicted that °5jcr will contribute the greater
dose to the global populati~>n.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Tritium and "•'Kr are prominent in the radioactive effluent from a nuclear
facility, because they are produced in large quantities and they have radio-
active half-lives of moderate length (12.3 and 10.8 years, respectively).
Based on the projected nuclear power economy in the United States and the
free world, it has been estimated that by the j/ear 2000 the annual production
rates for 3H and 85Kr will be lU.6 and 520 MCi, respectively [ l ] . Estimated
accumulations by that date are 96 MCi of 3H and 3,150 MCi of 85Kr [ l ] .
Although in principle i t is possible to design a nuclear facility to attain
any desired low emission rate, i t has not been practical to concentrate
and retain the radionuclides. Continued release of 3H and 85Kr by the
nuclear industry is anticipated [2], The relative radiological significance
of these radionuclides should be a consideration in decisions concerning
capital outlays to construct new radwaste cleanup systems or to modify
existing ones. Each nuclear facility has a responsibility to limit individual
and population doses** resulting from i ts operation. Characteristics relevant
to radiological assessment of environmental releases of 3H and 85Kr are
discussed in detail in this paper, and estimated radiological insults
to man are compared for equal concentrations of the two radionuclides.

2.0 TRITIUM

2.1 Radi ot oxi c i ty

Tritium released to the environment is in the form of tritiated water
(HTO) primarily, or it is soon oxidized to that form. As HTO it behaves as
ordinary water throughout the hydro5phere. This is the most hazardous
form for environmental 3 H , because it is metabolized like ordinary water
and readily enters the body through the gastrointestinal tract, the lungs,
and the skin. The International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP)
has recommended for occupational workers exposed to HTO a maximum permissible
body burden (MPBB) of 2000 yCi [3], In other words, that quantity of HTO
in a 70-kg reference man yields a dose rate to the whole body of 5 rems/year.
The 2000-iiCi MPBB, one of the largest MPBB values recommended for any
radionuclide, is based on the fact that 3fj is a pure emitter with a low
effective absorbed energy (0.006 MeV per disintegration) [h] and that as
HTO it is distributed uniformly throughout the body water pool where
it has a short effective half-time (10 days) [5l* A fraction of the 3jj
taken in as HTO is known to become organically bound. The extent of
such binding and its effect on % retention will be discussed in the
section giving dose estimates for ̂ H.

**The use of "dose" throughout this paper is actually "dose equivalent."



• '•- Radionuclide Specific Characteristics

2.2.1 Transmutation and Quality Factor

Assuming that one can estimate the quantity of 3JJ deposited in the
reference tissue, assessment of the toxicity is complicated by questions of
possible transmutation effects and of intrinsic biological effectiveness of
the weak beta emissions (0.018 MeV maximum). When a 3H atom undergoes
radioactive decay, the molecular structure of which it is a part suddenly
contains a helium atom where a hydrogen atom formerly existed. In his
recent review of the radiobiology of 3H, Thompson [6] concluded on the
basis of cellular level studies and animal studies that transmutation
effects do not seem to add significantly to the ionising radiation effects.
To adjust for the varying biological effectiveness of different irradiation
conditions the ICRP recommends that a Quality Factor (QF) be used to
account for differences in linear energy transfer (LET) [?}. The LET
for a low-energy 3H beta is higher than that for a more energetic beta,
gamma, or x-irradiation. The ICRP at one time recommended a QF of 1.7
for a beta radiation having a maximum energy <0.03 MeV [?]• Some experi-
mental evidence appeared to support the QF of 1.7 for 3H, but questions
of experimental endpoint and choice of reference radiation source tended
to make interpretation difficult. Bond [8] evaluated the potential hazards
from HTO and concluded from reviews of pertinent biological material
that there appears to be little convincing evidence that the QF is sii;nifi-
cantly different from unity. The ICRP now recommends that a QF of 1.0
be used for all beta, gamma, and x-iirradiation [U],

2.2.2 Bioaccumulation

The possibility of environmental % concentrating in a particular
organism, in dietary items, or in a reference tissue of man is always a con-
cern. Although most chemical reactions discriminate against the incorporation
of 3H in favor of hydrogen [9]* the possibility of some concentration
of 3H cannot be ruled out completely. For example, Bond [8] has sug-
gested that discrimination against 3H "leaving" a biochemical compound
once it is incorporated might be greater than that for its "entering" the
compound. That phenomenon would lead to concentration or "trapping" of
3K in the compound in question. In reviewing ecological aspects of
environmental 3H behavior, Elwood [10] found that the isotopic effects
of 3H imrolved in most exchange reactions appear to be negligible.
He states that "data from field studies in both acutely and chronically ex-
posed ecosystems seem to support the idea that there is no concentration
above that of environmental concentrations in food or water at any level
of a food chain, although complex aquatic food chains and food chains in
temperate climates have yet to be studied in detail." In fact, according
to Elwood, "in most ecosystems, tritium concentrations would tend to be-
ccae diluted at various stages of a food chain or in compartments of a
coupled system."



2.2.3 Organic Binding

The human body is approximately 6(3% water and 10$ hydrogen [3], thus
two-thirds of the hydrogen in the body is present as water and one-third
is present as organic hydrogen. Following the entry of HTO into the body,
a fraction of the 3H exchanges with hydrogen bound in organic molecules.
One-third of the organically bound hydrogen in tissue is considered ex-
changeable, with that fraction decreasing as the fat content of the tissue
increases [11]. Tritium present as HTO also can be incorporated by metabolic
processes into nonexchangeable positions in tissue constituents. The rate
and extent of incorporation of 3H from HTO as tissue-bound 3H is dependent
on the metabolic activity of the tissue. Timing and duration of the
exposure relative to the metabolic activity is also important. If the
HTO is available for incorporation during formation and growth of a tissue
(high metabolic rate)j the probability of extensive organic labeling
is enhanced,, On this basis, the highest concentrations of organically
bound % are expected in those tissues and population segments which
are in formative and growth stages at the time of an acute exposure.
As the exposure duration increases to the chronic case, 3H concentrations
approach equilibrium values with a single tritium-to-hydrogen ratio common
to all parts of the hydrogen pool. Organic binding would not be expected
to cause significant bioaccumulation of 3H from HTO, because water is
approximately as hydrogen rich (^11$ by weight) as any compound ever becomes
(recall that the human body is vl.0# hydrogen). Another point is the in-
fluence of exposure pathway on the extent of organic binding. Experiments
with rats chronically exposed to tr i t iated drinking water at a constant
concentration have shown that the organically bound 3H in tissue solids
did not exceed 35% of the concentration maintained in the •\ntake water
[12]. The implication is that two-thirds of the organically bound hydrogen
comes from organically bound hydrogen in food. Exposure pathway can
be an important consideration in attempting to estimate the extent of
organic binding.

Tritium loss from organic molecules, like i t s incorporation, is dependent
on the metabolic activity. Thus mechanisms tending to retard 3H incorpora-
tion also tend to retard its release. Tritium which becomes organically
bound has a longer effective half-time, but i t represents a small fraction
of the total 3H intake [11]. The role which organic binding plays in
determining the radiological significance of HTO exposure is discussed in
the following section.

2.3 Dose Estimation

Dose estimates for % exposures customarily consider only that
3H entering the body water pool. Tritium is not an external exposure
hazard, because the only radiation emission is the low-energy beta particle
(0.018 MeV maximum) with a maximum range in water or soft tissue of only
0.005 mm (0.55 mg/cm2) [13]. Recent skin measurements suggest k mg/cm^
for average epidermal thickness [lh]t with the radiosensitive layer being
below that depth. The radiation dose received following exposure to
% is therefore primarily internal, and the major portion of this dose is
attributable to the 3H present as HTO in the body water pool. Figure 1
presents an estimate of dose for a 1-uCi intake of HTO, with the dose
presented as a function of the age of the individual exposed. Whenever
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a population is exposed i t is desirable to be able to estimate the amount
of variation in dose among subgroups, age groups in this example, and to
identify the group receiving the highest dose (the critical group). The
% dose model from ICRP Publ. 10 was used to prepare Fig. 1, with the
additional assumptions that the QF for 3H betas is 1.0 and that the total
body mass is the reference tissue. The ertimated dose per microcurie of
intake for an infant is approximately three times that for an adult.
The curve in Fig. 1 reflects a range of effective half-times for HTO
in the body water pool from 3.3 days for an infant to 10 days for an adult,
and a range in body weights from 8 to 71 kg [15]. I t is important to
recognize that other factors such as ambient temperature, personal habits,
and diet may alter the picture shown in Fig. 1. For example, an estimate
of daily water intake as a function of age is shown in Fig. 2. In this
case there is approximately a factor of 3 operating in the reverse direction,
thus if the exposure pathway is via water ingestion, the dose differential
among age groups would be negligible. A similar situation exists if
the primary exposure pathway is inhalation of HTO vapor [15]. If other
exposure pathways are of primary importance, only a situation-specific
evaluation can verify the absence of a critical population age group
for HTO exposure. However, the expected 3H release from nuclear facilities
will be continuous. Since the 3H will be present in the environment
as HTO, thereby available to be ingested or inhaled in that form, l i t t l e
variation in radiation dose among population age groups is anticipated.
Accidental or short-term releases of HTO in greater than usual quantities
will increase the probability of there being critical groups within the
exposed population which may receive a greater radiation dose because
of one or more unique exposure pathways connecting them with the radio-
activity source.

Returning to organic binding and i ts possible importance, the data
of Snyder et al. [ l6], presented in Fig. 3, illustrate the excretion
of 3H by man following an acute exposure. Two components are clearly
evident in the excretion curve with the hint of a third longer term com-
ponent. The ini t ia l component was assigned a half-time of 8.7 days and
the second a value of 3^ days. Later data covering longer follow-up
periods for other exposed individuals have verified the existence of
the third component with a half-time in the range 300 to 600 days [17,18].
There is a tendency to ascribe the components of the excretion curve
to various hydrogen pools in the body even though the compartments are
chemical in nature rather than identifiable with specific organs or tissues.
Typical suggestions are: 8.7 days—body water; 3^ days—exchangeable 3H
in organic materials; and 300 to 600 days—nonexchangeable 3JJ in organic
materials, eventually freed by catabolic processes, The existence of
permanently fixed hydrogen pools has also been suggested [19]. The proba-
bility of a very slowly replaced or a fixed hydrogen pool becoming heavily
tri t iated at the time of i ts formation due to a transient surge of environ-
mental 3H at a concentration significantly elevated above ambient levels
is small. Thompson [6] has pointed out that exposures resulting as a
consequence of such non-steady-state conditions might increase the dose
to an individual, but would not increase the total population dose. Snyder
et al. [l6] estimated that the second component of their retention function
increased the whole-body dose estimated for the first component by 1.7%.
On the basis of their own data Sanders and Reinig [17] reported that
bound 3JJ could augment the dose they estimated for body water 3H by up
to 2^%. Similar dose estimates by Bennett [20] for acute intake of 3H
indicate that Qk% of the tissue dose is due to 3H in body water and 16%
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3 9
is due to organically bound H. A theore t ica l model for JH beLavior in
mail was recently described by Croach [21 ] ; the model is based on the
assumption that 3H enters the body in a manner typical for hydrogen and
that once assimilated i t behaves the same as ordinary hydrogen. Results
obtained by Croach with that model suggest that very l i t t l e % from an
acute exposure can become permanently bound, and even i f tha t which became
bound stays there un t i l i t decays, not enough can enter to make a significant
contribution ,o t o t a l dose. With regard to the chronic exposure s i tua t ion ,
Bond [P] has noted that since two-thirds of the body hydrogen is in body
water, that i f one assumes equilibrium with uniform labeling of a l l organic
materials at the level exist ing in the body water, the body burden oi" 3H,
and hence the dose rate to the t o t a l body, can be increased no more than
50% over that which exis ts in the absence of organic binding. Based
on his theore t i ca l model, Croach s ta tes that "the energy deposition from
permanently be 1 3H cannot increase the energy deposition (or whole-
body dose) in trie s teady-state system with no permanently bound % by
more than. ^10%" [21]. Since dose estimates in Fig. 1 include the body
water 3K contribution only, i t would be prudent to increase values taken
from chis l igure by approximately 20% to include the dose contribution
due to organically bound 3H.

3.0 KRYPTON-85

3.1 Radiotoxicity

Krypton-85 is a noble gas and when i t i s released t o the environment i t
tends to become dis t r ibuted almost homogeneoiisly over the surface of the ^.lobe
and throughout the troposphere [ l ] . Environmental °5Kr wi l l accumulate in the
atmosphere with l i t t l e depletion by the biosphere. Thus the inventory wi l l be
determined by the release ra te and the radioactive ha l f - l i f e of the radio-
nuclide. Depletion of the atmospheric inventory of 85Kr by washout, dry
deposition, and deposition through adsorption on par t i c les also wi l l be
negligible [22]. Krypton-85 generally is c lass i f ied as a radionuclide of
low radiotoxici ty for a number of reasons: ( l ) i t i s primarily a beta
emit ter , 6]_ - 0.672 MeV maximum with 0.996 abundance, £2 - O.l6 MeV maximum
with 0.004 abundance, and y-^ - 0.511* MeV with 0.00^ abundance; (2) i t i s
poorly absorbed in the body, the blood/gas pa r t i t i on coefficient is 0.05
approximately, and the t issue/blood pa r t i t i on coefficient i s 1 for a l l
t i ssue except f a t , for which i t is 10 [23]; and (3) the principal radiat ion
dose i s delivered to the external body surface (sk in) , a t i s sue which i s
not par t i cu la r ly radiosensi t ive .

3.2 Dose Estimation

Unlike -̂ H, °-'Kr dosimetry i s not complicated by uncertaint ies con-
cerning bioaccumulation, organic binding, and the quali ty factor. Dose
estimates calculated from the work of Kirk [2U] are presented in Table I .
The data presented in Table I are for continuous exposure in an in f in i t e
cloud having a °5Kr concentration of 1 pCi/cm3, and the external dose
calculations are for 50% of the point dose at the center of the cloud.
The values in Table I i l l u s t r a t e the re la t ive contribution of each



Table I. Dose estimates for Kr assuming continuous
exposure in an infinite cloud (1 / ^ )

Origin

Gamma and Bremsstrahlung
External
Internal

Beta
External
Internal

Skin

16.

2076

2093

Dose (millirem/year)
Whole Body

U 13. h
0.002

0.76
lU.2

Gonads

16. k
0.0007

0.28
16.7



emission to the total dose estimated for the respective reference tissues.
The dose estimates in this table are in good agreement with those found
in other detailed treatments of °5Kr dosimetry [25]. As one would expect,
the estimated dose is almost entirely due to external exposure; ̂ 95%
of the whole body and gonad doses is due to external gamma and
bremsstrahlung, and over 99% of the skin dose is due to external beta.
The beta skin dose value given in Table I is applicable to the skin surface,
with the more important dose being that received at the depth of the
shallowest layer of live skin. This depth generally has been assumed
to be 7 mm, and it is estimated that the beta dose at that depth is approxi-
mately 50% of the surface dose [26]. Recent measurements using a new
technique [l*t] suggest that a more reasonable value for radiological
protection purposes is k mm, in which case the depth dose is estimated
to be J0% of the surface dose [26].

U.O RADIOLOGICAL COMPARISONS

For Unit Concentrations

it.1.1 Dose

Some confusion over the relative dose contributions of these two radio-
nuclides may arise from a consideration of the maximum permissible concen-
trations in air (MPCa) for unrestricted areas appearing in 10CFR20 [27].
The respective MPCa's are: 0.2 pCi/cm3 for 3H and 0.3 pCi/cm3 for o5Kr.
It is generally erroneously assumed that these concentrations produce
equivalent radiation doses to the individual, or doses of eqaal biological
significance. This is not true for these two radionuclides. It has
been stated [28] that future recommendations of the ICRP are expected
to include an increase of the MPCa for °5jCr by a factor of approximately
5« Although he does not suggest that such a revision of the MPCa is
desirable, calculations by Kirk [2k] illustrate that the MPCa for

 85Kr
is conservative by at least a factor of k.8t i.e., exposure at the MPCa

results in doses which are less than one-fourth of the dose limit on
which the MPCa is based. The preceding sections of this paper show
that these two radionuclides are quite different in many characteristics
which profoundly influence their respective radiological impacts. The
effects of those differences are evident in the dose estimates presented
in Table II. All of the dose estimates are for exposure to a unit con-
centration (l pCi/cm3 of air) of radioactivity. The 3JJ values for whole
body and gonads include dose contributions for inhalation and skin absorp-
tion, assuming HTO vapor absorption through the skin to be 75% of that
via inhalation [31]. The values in Table II demonstrate the good agreement
among dose estimates from various literature sources. The table bears
out the fact that 3H exposure results., in essentially uniform irradiation
of the whole body, while the skin dose is by far the largest one for
°^Kr. The whole-body dose for ^5Kr is approximately 1% of the skin dose.



Table I I . Estimated dose for ^Kr and HTO in air
at a concentration of 1 pCi/cm3

Exposure

85Kr at 1 pCi/cm3

Surface of skin
or clothing

Shallowest layer of live skin
4 mm
7 mm

Whole body

Gonads

Dose
(mi H i rems /year)

2093
1690
2080
1664
1830

l450a

io4o*>

14.2
23.3
14.1
15.2

16.7
23.3
17-3
15.2

Reference

Kirk 124]
Hendrickson I26]
Dunster and Warner Il8]
Whitton 129]
Diethorn and Stockho 125]

Kirk I24]
Hendrickson I26]
Dunster and Warner I28]
Diethorn and Stockho I25]

Kirk I24]
Hendrickson I26]
Dunster and Warner I28]
Diathorn and Stockho [25]

3H (HTO) at 1 pCi/cm3

Surface of skin
or clothing

Whole body

Gonads

^0

960c

1070C
1080C,d

96Oc

100QC

Turner, Kaye, and
Rohwer I30J

ICRP 14
Bennett

Osborne

*I2OJ

131]

Calculation based on the works of Kirk ' Hendrickson^ and
Whitton(^).
^Calculation based on the works of Kirk'21*) ^ a Hendrickson(26).
cIntake via skin absorption assumed to be 15% of that due to in-
halation (31).
^Calculated for acute intake only.



it.1.2 Risk

Considering somatic risk f irs t , compare the i,QlsG~ to l,k5Q-J3illirea
skin dose for 8?Kr with the 96O- to l,080-millirem whole-body done for 3j|.
Although these dose estimates are of nearly equal magnitude,, they are not of
equal significance. The dose limit recommended for members of the public by
the ICRP for skin (3 rems/year) is six tiroes that recommended for the whole
body (0.5 ram/year) [7]. If one accepts cancer induction as the radiological
response arid death as the endpoint, the reduced significance &tt&che<l to skin
irradiation is born out since 9 out of 10 skin cancers are curable [32}«
Another intangible reduction exists since clothing provides protection
against the low energy of the 85Kr beta particle. I t would appear that
the somatic risk from 85f£r is approximately one-tenth of the sosatic
risk from ^U at equal radionuclide concentrations, a larger fraction
than is obtained when whole-body estiinates for the two radionuclides
are compared.

The genetic risk from ®5f(r is estimated to be- approximately one-fiftieth
of that from 3H at equal concentrations. In this case, the respective gcn&d
dose estimates for the two radionuclides are compared. The genetic «tos«»
limit recommended by the ICRP for members of the public is 5 rstss in
30 years [7].

^•2 For Local Populations

The comparisons in the preceding section (fc.l) are useful in estia&tiwg
the relative radiological impact of atmospheric releases on local population
when release rates for the two radionuclides ore known. Vthec a significant
portion of the % is released in liquid effluents rather than in gaseous
effluents with the 85j<r, exposure pathways other than inhalation and skisi
absorption may be the most important. In that ease only site-specific
evaluation is likely to provide an adequate estimate of the relative issp&cts
of the released activities in terms of dose to the local population.

U.3 For Global Population

Released % and 85Kr each are freely dispersed in worldwide dilution
pools: 3H in the hydrosphere and 85Kr in the ateosphere. Thus each
is a potential source of irradiation for the world population. The United
Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation has provided
information with which one can estimate doses to the world population for
releases of various radionuclides, including 3H M 0 85g£r 1333- The estimated
soft tissue dose (assumed to apply to whole body and gorsads) to the world
population for 3H is from 0.38 to 1.6 uurads/Ci released. For $5Kr the
estimated values are 0.067 pprad/Ci for gonads, 0.053 M^rads/Ci for whole
body, and 8.2 uwrads/ Ci for skin. From these values» i t is evident that
on a unit basis 3H dose to whole body and gonads is nearly an order of
magnitude greater than the 8$Kr dose to those organs. Recalling the
relative risks of whole-body and skin exposures as discussed in section
U.I.2, a unit release of 85Kr yields an estimated skin dose which is
approximately radiologically equivalent to the estimated whole-body dose
from a unit release of 3H. If we accept the estimate that annual ^
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